CURIOS CAMELIDS

Cloverbud
1. Do you have a (circle one)
   - Llama
   - Alpaca

2. What is your animal’s name? _______________

3. What does your llama/alpaca eat?
   _____________________________________________
   _____________________________________________

4. How old is your llama/alpaca? _________________

5. How do you take care of its fiber?
   _____________________________________________
   _____________________________________________

6. What is llama/alpaca wool used for?
   _____________________________________________
My Llama Photo Page

(Give activities, dates, and captions. Add more sheets as needed)
Coloring page- Alpaca

Face – Blue
Ears – Yellow
Legs – Red
Body – Orange
Grass – Green
Hooves – Purple
Coloring page- Llama
Face – Yellow
Ears – Red
Legs – Orange
Body – Blue
Tail – Purple
Hooves – Green